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The Guidelines for Conducting Online Examinations for Terminal
semesterlyem and ATKT Examination

The online examination will be conducted as per the following guidelines. This

relaxation is given one time due to COVID-I9 pandemic situation in accordance with
UGC guidelines and further notifications issued by MHRD.

o The controller of Examination shall notify the Time Table at least fifteen
days before the commencement of the examination.

. The students should frll in the examination fbrm online. Then concemed

Head will prepare a list of eligible students with their papers and send it to
CoE office. The CoE, office will approve the students and their papers. The

Controller of Examination will send the f-rnal list of students to be

appeared in the examination to the concerned Head.

o The subject faculty will prepare two sets of Question Paper in soft copy
and it will be submitted to respective HoD before 7 days of commencing

the exams. There will be uniform coverage of syllabus in question paper

across all the units.

The question paper will contain appropriate number of short answered

questions; each question will carry 5 marks. The students should be given

upto 30% choice in questions covering all units of the course.

The overall control of conducting examination in a department shall be the

responsibility of the Head of the Department and under thg supervision of
the Dean of the concerned School.

The Head of the Department shall collect the email IDs of the students

appearing for the examination in his/her department. The email IDs shall

be provided to the concerned faculti, members well in advance and ask

them to create the ernail groups / WhatsApp /google doc, use any mode

which is safer and more convenient (so that the question paper may be sent

in one go).

The Head of the Department shall select one of the two papers submitted
by faculty and email the selected question paper on each day of the

examination to the concerned faculty member before 15 minutes of the

commencement of the Exprnination. The same shall be sent to the students

as per scheduled time of the Examination through their email group /
WhatsApp / google doc. In case the Question Paper is sent by email IDs
use BCC option for sending the Question Paper to students.

The Question paper shall be given to the students in the morning through
email group / WhatsApp / google doc at 10.00 AM and students sh/l
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submit the answer sheets before 12 Noon, out of this 1.30 hours for
attempting the exams and 30 minutes time to download the question paper
and time for scanning and uploading the answer sheets and finally sending
through email / WhatsApp / google doc or any platform as decided by
HoD.

The students shall be ready at least fifteen minutes before starting of the
examination.

After receiving the question paper from the concerned faculty member, the
candidate shall fill in the details like Name, Roll No, E,nrolment No,
Semester, course name, course code and name of department & school at
the top of the sheet being used fbr answering the questions. The A4 size
unruled sheets (rnaximum four sheets) are to be used by students for
answering the questions.

After completion of the examination the student will scaniphotograph the
answer sheets and submit it through same email / WhatsApp i google doc
or any platform as decided by HoD to the concerned faculty within the
scheduled time.

The answer scripts sent by the students shall be counted by the concerned
faculty member and list of absentees shall be prepared and sent to the
concerned Head of the department for further action.

The concerned faculty member may take the printout of all the answer
sheets along with students email page (attach this email page on the top of
answer sheets) and evaluate the answer sheets of all the students within 7
days and submit the marks on the IUMS online platforrn. The faculty
members will ensure that they share the award/marks list with students and
after incorporating modification (it is part of review process), if any before
sending the marks list to confidential section. The subject faculty will take
the printout of marks list filled in IUMS and submit duly signed marks list
along with evaluated answer sheets to the confldential section.

The exam section shall declare the result within 7 davs from the date of
submission of marks to IUMS online platform.

The tentative Date Sheet of online examinations is as follows:

ATKT Examination: n 7 August to 25 August 2A2A

Terminal sernester examinations: XOth September to 20 Septernber 2CI20.

The HoDs ensure that practical. theory and Viva-voce shall be conducted
through online mode if required.

The Project/Dissertation reports are to be sent to HoD and evaluated as per
Ordinance. The soft copy shall be submitted through supervisors to HoD
and evaluated by internal experts in an online mode.
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